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SUMMARY 
A critical survey is given of existing data concerning the application 
of heavy element '.le-active isotopes, other than their application as a new 
nuclear fuel. An attempt is made to extrapolate present data and trends, 
both from a technological as well as from an overall economic poirit of 
view. Attention has been drawn to a number of problems which urgently 
require further study. 
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NON-FUEL APPLICATIONS OFoC-EMITTING NUCLIDES (+) 
INTRODUCTION 
In recent years tremendous progress has been made in our 
knowledge of the elements beyond uranium. The initial stage in the 
development of commercial nuclear power has made available substantia 
amounts of plutonium with important concentrations of isotopes heavie. 
than 239. The development of fast breeder reactors and the assessment 
of their role in an integrated nuclear power system -heavily empha-
sizing the importance of plutonium as a nuclear fuel- requires 
detailed knowledge of some of the heavier elements. At the same time 
it has generally been realized that nuclear power generation will 
inevitably produce impressive amounts of potentially valuable h~avy 
element by products. 
At least equally iillportant have been the research programs 
on transplutonium elements. These have not only provided basic 
knowledge on many dozens of nuclides of the elements beyond plutonium, 
but have also brought about the pilot scale synthesis of several 
kilograms of.isotopes which are predestined to play an increasingly 
.important role in the nuclear industry. 
These developments have greatly stimulated interest in 
finding practical applications of certain isotopes of the heaviest 
elements. A number have been found and some of these offer indeed 
unique solutions to existing problems. In fact already in a number 
of cases today's demands are hisher than what might possibly become 
available in years to come. In addition to the above one has become 
aware of the possibility that substantial benefits may be acquired 
by the nuclear power industry by actually producing isotopes which 
until recently were considered valueless and/or undesirable. 
The aim of this report is first of all to present in a 
suitable form a representative selection of existing data pertinent 
to applications of heavy element isotopes other than that as a nuclear 
fuel. becondly an attempt is made to correlate these data in order 
to facilitate extrapolating recent findings and ideas into a 
foreseeable future, both from a technological as well as from an 
overall economic point of view. Finally, it has been tried to define 
the problems which urgently require to be studied more extensively. 
(+ )M · t 4 anuscrip received on March 1 , 1967. 
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Chapter I. 
BASIC DATA 
Apart from some very special isotopes discussed in chapt~r 
IX, the first group of isotopes considered in this report is of 
interest because of the fact that they emit high energy :<-particles, 
the energy of which can be converted into useful forms. A second 
grou~ consists of those nuclides which are starting materials for 
or .1:1recursors in the synthesis of the first group of isotopes. 
In some instances an isotope may be considered as belonging to both 
cate~ories. For the pur;ose of this discussion the first sroup 
. tl . t 238L) 2420 d 2440 '11 th . t comllrises 1c uw apes l-u, m an m .. r. o er iso apes 
discussed are considered as belonging to the second group. 
Tables I and II present the characteristic data on both 
groups of isotopes. 
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Table I. Characteristic data of main Hadioisotopic Heat Sources 
Isotope 
halflife, years 
.,-decay energy, MeV 
86.4 0.45 17.8 
5.45 (721;) 6.11 (74%) 5.80 (76%) 
5.36 (2EY/o) 6.07 (26%) 
specific activity,Ci/g 17 
specific power, W/g 0.54 
spontaneous fission occurrence 2 x 10-7% 
neutrons/sec per gram 2.9 x 103 
thermal capture 
crosssection, barns 403 
thermal fission 
crosssection, barns 
compound used 
density compound,g/cm3 
active nuclid~ content in 
compound,% a) 
specific pQwer of 
compound a), W/g 
power density of 
compound a), W/cm3 
max. body burden, ,,uCi 
k.P.C. in air, critical 
organ, uCi/cm3 
shielding 
critical mass, kg 
a) calculated for pure isotope 
18 
Pub2 
10 
88 
0.47 
minor 
32 
b) neutron shielding may be required 
3310 
120 
6 X 10-9% 
2 X 107 
25 
91 
109 
1280 
0.2 
4 X 10-ll 
minor b) 
5.76 (24%) 
84 
2.8 
1. 3 X 10-4% 
1.1 X 107 
15 
91 
2.55 
30 
0.3 
3 X 10-l2 
minor b) 
58 
Table II 
Characteristic data of Startin~ ~.aterials and Precursor ~uclides 
Nuclide 
halflife, years 
decay propertiesa) 
thermal ca:pture 
cross-section, barns 
thermal fission 
cross-section, barns 
specific activity,Ci/g 
neutrons/sec per gram 
236u 
2.4xl07 
~ 4.50 
SF 10-7 
9 
6xlo-5 
237Np 
2.14xl06 
o<'. 4.75 
00.03, 0.09 
SF<2xl0-lO 
170 
7xl0-4 
239pu 
2.4ll.xl04 
o< 5 ~ 15 
SF 4xl0-S 
286 
750 
6xl0-2 
0.03 
240Pu 
6.6xl03 
o<. 5.17 
SF 5xl0-6 
290 
<,O.l 
0.23 
935 
241Pu 
13.2 
f!, 0. 02 
390 
1000 
115 
a) energies given in keV; SF: occurrence of spontaneous fission in%. 
242Pu 
3.ex105 
o<'. 4.90 
SF 5xl0-4 
19 
3.9x10-3 
1670 
241Am 243Am 
433 7.7x103 
~ 5.49 °' 5.28 
¥ 0.06, 0.03 ¥ 0.07 
SF l. 5xl0-lO 
620 
3 
3.45 
184 
0.19 
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Chapter II 
APPLICATION POSCIBILITIES 
The data presented in Table I clearly demonstrate that 238Pu 
;::>44 
and - Cm are very useful source materials for radioisoto~e heat 
sources. Due to their long halflives and the high energy of the 
emitted~~-particles they are able to provide over long periods a 
constant heat output from small volumes. In comwon with other isotopic 
heat sources they require essentially no maintenance, which makes 
them very suitable for power supply units in remote and difficultly 
accessible locations. An added advantage, Li particular of 238Pu, 
is the absence of x-radiation and of the need of shieldinB. therefore, 
2 38Pu is ideal for' applications in medical engineering. 
Curium-242, on the other hand, is one of the two hi6hest 
specific power nuclides under study for use in isotopic heat sources. 
It is of special interest that according to the most recent calculat-
ions Polonium-210, having a specific power of 141 1J/gram, is more 
expensive by a factor of 1500'1). For relatively short lifetimes 
242cm seems to be an ideal base material f;r small volume - high 
power output sources. 
~ ·11 b d. d 1 t 242c · · d d s wi e iscusse a er, m is in many cases pro uce 
along with 244cm, thereby greatly reducing the favorable time-
independence (only 16% decrease in 5 years) of the energy output of 
the latter nuclide. ~ost authors therefore provide for relatively 
lone cooling time for 244cm to improve the 244cm quality. After 
sufficient cooling pure 244cm and 238Pu are isolated. This not only 
results in loss of 244cm and in financial losses (storage and invest-
ment) but also sacrifices what might become considerable amounts of 
useful energy. As has been pointed out by Lang2 ) heat utilization 
froni 242cm is considerably improved by using isotopic devices 
containing more than one heat source, one of which is replaced 
at regular intervals. His calculations, given in Table III, show 
that the percentage of heat utilized may be improved tenfold under 
certain conditions. 
Number of 
sources 
1 
2 
4 
8 
IO 
Table III 
Useful heat from device using 242cm 
Interval for Percent heat 
replacement utilized 
of 1 source 
2 years 6.7 
1 year 33.3 
6 months 50.0 
3 months 70.0 
Lang also indicated that the presence of equal parts of 244cm in 
242cm increases the heat utilization of 242cm from 6.7 to 9.0 percent 
over a 2 years period. It therefore seems to be quite clear, that 
curium, containing both isotopes should be used first,for relatively 
short periods in 
and which may be 
depletion of the 
. ld 244c yie pure m 
deviced with successively decreasing power output 
serviced at resular intervals. After essential 
242cm the source material should be reprocessed to 
and 238:Pu for long life sources. 
Several years ago the launching of a U.b. satellite equipped 
with an isotopic generator containing a kilogram of 238Pu attracted 
considerable attention, but already in 1964 Seaborg3) stated: "Huge 
requirements, difficult to comprehend by today's standards, will 
exist for 238Pu, 244cm and other transuranium isotopes". Very recently, 
while the first massive demand estimates have been formulated (see 
chapter III), SeaborgLt) foresees requirements of tons of 238Pu, alone 
for the U.S. space programs and much larger needs for applications 
in medical engineering. In addition, the utilization of tons of 244cm 
in a not too distant future is expected. 
Indeed, many applications of isotopic heat sources for power 
5eneration have been proposed and a number of these are under develop-
went. The fact that no or very little maintenance is required combined 
with long life time anu the high power density and, consequently, 
small volumes and ,Neights enable in many instances unique solutions. 
During the UKAEA/ENEA Symposium on "Industrial Applications 
for Isotopic Generators" a number of papers have been presented5) 
which give a fairly complete survey of specific applications of isoto-
pic generators in general. They may be summarized as follows: 
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1) Space ap~lications 
For propulsion and navieation in space isotopic generators seem 
to offer very attractive possibilities (see also ref.6). Power 
requirements, e.g. for colllfilunication satellites are in the order 
of 10-20 ~J, corresponding to 80 - 160 grams of 242cm. 
As resards production of on board power at least 8 satellites 
have been launched and first ex-perience has been obtained. Power 
output requirements range from "smallest conceivable" to many 
kiloi:iatts (e.g. Stirling-machines). In this case, the advantag,es 
of isotopic generators will have to be fully developed for making 
them competitive with solar cells which are already in a more 
advanced stage of tech,1ological development. 
2) Terrestrial comQunication a2plications 
For power supply to relay stations ( 50 1'1 to some kti), submarine 
cable repeaters and radio beacons on board airplanes and in 
landing systems isotopic ~enerators will in many cases offer very 
attractive possibilities. 
3) Remote or difficultly accessible locations 
i,.any examples can be found were the inherent advantages of 
isoto.1:1ic yower sources wil:;__ prompt their early applications. 
Amongst these way be mentioned automatic meteorological stations, 
undersea stations and marine buoys, all in the 0.1 to 100 ·~ range. 
In the 100 ';J to 50 k'I range undersea vehicles and dwellings may 
be near future customers. 
Special mention may be made of the power supply for manned 
stations on the moon and other planets. li'or example, both for 
heating during the lunar night and cooling during the lunar day 
considerable amounts of _t>ower will be needed. For a lons time to 
come the weight of the generators will have to be as scall as 
possible so that nuclear reactors will not be feasible. Isotopic 
power sources and in particular those requiring little or no 
shielding seem to offer the only practical solution. 
4) Ledical __ applications, together with the use of small generators 
( in combinations vii th conventional ones) in instrumentation might 
likely become the 11ain consumer of isotopic i)·ower. Numerous 
applications in instrumentation will be found, while some are 
already under study! Also, a 238Pu-fueled pacemaker is under 
I2 
development, whose power output will be in the order of 0.1 m'.:/. 
The quantity of 238Pu required -the only isotope which can be 
used- amounts to roubhly 10 mg. Although it is very difficult to 
estimate annual demands, it is clear that a large market exists. 
As soon as satisfactory artificial or0 ans have been developed 
the demands will be higher by several orders of ma5nitude. 
Figure 1, page 9, partly taken from reference 7) summarizes the power 
spectrum covered by isotopic ~ower eenerators. At left a number of 
devices under development or already in operation are indicated, 
together with the names of some of the firms which are active in this 
field. 
1MW 
PHI LIPS SATELLITE POWER 
100KW 
SNAP -8 
GARRETT SATELLITE PROPULSION 
10KW 
-REMOTE SITE EQPT 
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7 ,9 ,11,17 
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19 ,21, 23 
100W 27, 29, 31 
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BOLKOW METEOROLOGICAL STATIONS 
AEG UNDERSEA STATIONS 
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NUMEC 
10mW INFRARED SIGNALING 
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Chaprer III 
DEhJA1rD bSTII..ATES 
All nuclides discussed in this report have in the past twenty 
years proceeded from trace and microgram laboratory curiosity to the 
status of rare base material for industrial development. Some already 
are acquiring the characteristics of industrial pilot-scale raw 
materials. As has been pointed out this is due to their unique 
~roperties, but equally ~mportant for this fast development have been 
the spectacular developments in fields varying from space exploration 
and astronomy, meteorology and oceanography to biology and medical 
science. 
As a consequence many demands for power supvlies are beginning 
to be formulated, which could or should be met by isotopic power 
generators. hvery month new projects are announced, stepping up the 
demands. Developments in medical engineering seem to be ap~earing 
which will surpass all other requirements. 
Under these circumstances a realistic estimate of the fut·•re 
annual demand is impossible. Therefore only those demands will be 
reviewed here, which have been announced or can be derived from 
published data. Consequently this estimate has to be considered 
as a (very) low minimum. In addition, it will be clear that these 
figures concern almost exclusively the United 0tates, the cradle of 
isotopic power generators, which may be considered to be several 
years ahead of other potential users. 
Hennelly and Hood8 ) quote 1965 l'T.A.S.A. estimates as amounting 
to 500 k\i (thermal), equivalent to 1000 kilograms of 2 38Pu before 1980. 
As much as 250 kW (thermal) might be needed annually of combinations 
f 238p 244c 210~ d 147p 'T • f • • d• t • • o u, m, YO an m. liO speci ic in ica ion was given 
as to the preferred distribution over these four isotopes. however, 
from general considerations and other information it may be safely 
assumed that preference largely goes to 238:Pu and, in a later stage, 
also to 244cm. These figures have lately been confirmed by A.E.C. 
Comwissioner Tape9), who stated that NASA's estimated needs alone 
would be some 900 kg of 238Pu by 1980. As an example, one of the 
specific sources reported under study is a 20 Watt 238:Pu-fueled 
generator for at least five years of operation, while it is also 
known that needs for one Transit satellite are in the order of 1 to 
2 kgs of 238Pu. 
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Recently it has been announced that the U.S. Navy may be 
buying several hundreds of SNAP generators in the next 4 to 5 years10~ 
r:,ost of these will· be in the output range of upto 100 '.Jatts, some 
going to 30 k.ie for the L.an-in-the-Sea programme. It is most likely 
that at least part of these will be fueled by 238ru. A 500 'Jatts 
swimsuit heater, fueled with the same isotope, is due to be delivered 
early in 1967. A rough estimate of 238Pu needs derived from these data 
gives a probable cumulative demand of several 100 kilograms for the 
early seventies. 
An estimate for the demands to be expected fror.:1 medical 
applications must necessarily be based on an estimated incidence rate 
of illnesses, organ defects etc. and the possibilities of dcveioping 
reliable instruments. It has been stated that a pacemaker requires 
about 10mg of 238Pu. It seens that already at present about 2 pace-
makers are installeu. annually per 10.000 people in urban areas in the 
western world. Assuming that electronic and medical technology would. 
be perfected so that the use of 23Bpu as J!OWer source would be warranted, 
this would mean that \Jestern I.;urope and the United Ltates would need 
in the order of 1 kilo0ram of 238Pu per year for the fabrication of 
pacemakers alone. 
As mentioned above, however, many exyerts expect the success-
ful development of fully artificial organs, as e.g. hearts and kiuneys. 
In the United Gtates several teams are working on these projects and 
the successful operation of implanted artificial hearts has been 
reported several times. The ~ower needs for these instruments are 
rather important and they seem to require in the order of several 
hundred 5rams of 238Pu. Therefore, even if the incidence rate of the 
application of artificial hearts will be in the order of one percent 
of that of pacemakers, the western world alone woulu require several 
hundred kilograms of 238Pu per year, only for this one application. 
On a world basis and taking account of the development of other 
artificial orsans many tons would be needed annually. 
Up to now no estimates, other than t110se of NASA have been 
d f 242c d 244c mh . · , ma e .or man m. 1 e main reason is, of course, the less 
developed technology and the fact tqat much less is.known about the 
prospects of large scale pro'-uction. Asa in, it s·hould be stressed that 
specific demands will certainly be formulated with developins technology. 
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Chapter IV 
PRODUCTION CI1ARACTEHISTICS 
In this chapter the data will be reviewed which govern the 
synthesis of the three nuclides of primary interest - 238Pu, 242cm and 
244
cm - under different irradiation conditions from available starting 
materials. The influence of variations in nuclear physics data will be 
considered. In the next chapter different production methods will 
be discussed, in particular the influence of factors such as reactor 
cycle, burn up, recycling, ,etc. 
Figure 2 illustrates the paths along which 238Pu may be obtained, 
either in nuclear fuel or in separate irradiations of the base material. 
Figure 3 presents the same information for 242cm and 244cm. As can be 
seen from Fig. 2 the main path for the production of 238Pu goes from 
235u via 237u through 237Np. A minor contribution to the 237u yield 
comes from the (n,2n) reaction on 238u. 238u, however, is the starting 
material for the production of 239pu via 239Np. It will therefore be 
clear that, if fuel is used with no or very little 238u, the resulting 
plutonium will be high in 238Pu (high Q)*. Fuel mainly consisting of 
238u will result in plutonium with low Q-value and thus unsuitable 
for direct use in isotopic generators. Such fuel, therefore, will 
require separation of the neptunium and its subsequent irradiation. 
It will also be clear that any 238Pu produced and subjected to neutron 
irradiation will be isotopically diluted with undesirable heavier 
isotopes. The (n,2n)-reaction on 239pu has generally been neglected. 
Its contribution to the yield of 238Pu will be small and its influence 
on the quality of 238pu negligible. Also the (n,2n)-reaction on 237Np, 
giving 236Pu, has not been indicated, although its influence on the 
quality of 238Pu may in some cases be important through the formation 
of the (-active daughter product 20~1. On the other hand, very pure 
238pu may be obtained from the decay of short lived 242cm, even if 
separated from mixtures with 244cm, due to the relatively long half-
lives of the latter isotope and its daughter 240Pu. 
From Fig. 3 it is clear, that the production of 242cm and 
244cm takes place simultaneously in the irradiation of plutonium in a 
nuclear reactor. The 9roduction scheme involves the successive ca¥ture 
of a number of neutrons and is Dore complicated because of the 
* The quality, Q, of 238Pu may be defined as the percentage of 238:Pu 
in the total plutonium obtained: weight of 238Pu 
total weight of all Pu-isotopes 
o(163 d 
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I I 
1----- .... 
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occurrence of a number of side- and decay back-feed reactions. 
It is also clear that the composition of the initial plutonium 
starting material will greatly influence final product composition 
and the time required for producing a certain quantity of curium per 
unit weight of plutonium. The composition of the final curium product, 
in the case of 244cm again expressed in terms of product quality, Q, 
will also considerably vary with cooling time and time required for 
processing and source fabrication. (c.f. also chapter II) 
Relatively pure 242cm cen be obtained by irradiating pure 
241 . 241 Am, resulting frora the decay of Pu during longer periods. ?ure 
244
cm may result from the irradiation of 243Alli or the irradiation of 
241Am and 242cm during sufficiently long times in order to assure 
the disappearance of these two nuclides. With Q244cm ~ 987G the drop 
in the heat output during the first year of operation amounts to 35%, 
while 244cm may be considered satisfactory for constant output long 
term operation if the 242cm content is not higher than 0.2':f;{,. As is 
well-known from the transplutonium production programs, however, very 
high values of integrated flux (several times 1022 nvt) are required 
t h . th" ·t b . d" t· f 241 A o ac 1eve is puri y y irra ia ion o m. 
In Fig. 2 and 3 no data are included on the cross--section Cc) 
for the different reactions. As is well-known fairly large uncertain-
ties and discrepancies still exist in cross-section data for these 
heavy elements as found in literature. Interesting examples may be 
found by comparing the basic data used for the calculation of the 
yield of transplutonium elements by different authors. For detailed 
information see the reports quoted in reference 11). 
Although in some cases large deviations also exist in the 
experimental values of specific cross-sections, by far the largest 
uncertainty is due to the lack of knowledge concerning theenergy-
dependence of ei. Experimentally determined data usually concern 
either thermal neutron cross-sections, 2200 m/sec cross-sections or 
pile cross-sections. In most calculations however, one wants to take 
into account the possible epithermal and fast therm~l (resonance) 
contributions, in order to evaluate an ''effective" cross-section for 
a specific reaction in a specific (although often very poorly defined) 
neutron spectrum. 
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The neutron energy dependence is, in general, important in 
two aspects. First of all sometimes very large resonance capture may 
occur in the epithermal energy range, thereby greatly enhancing the 
(n,f) reaction. Secondly, induced fission cross-sections often decrease 
with increasing neutron energy, thereby increasing the effective 
.~= <-, capture of a specific nuclide. This not only decreases material 
6 fission 
losses but also fission product activity, thus improving overall 
reaction yields and facilitating reprocessing. 
As will be seen from the data presented in chapter VI a harder 
spectrum, like that of a I.W.H., is beneficial to the production of 
higher actinides as cowpared with the somewhat softer spectrum of a 
:;,;1.JH-type reactor. Similarly it is expected that the production of 
transylutonium isotopes in the somewhat harder spectrum of II.F.I.h. 
at Oak Ridge, will surpass the )ields calculated on the basis of 
yields obtained in the l,,.T.R. 12 Also Epel13) has early drawn attention 
to the beneficial effect of a larser epithermal component for the 
production of heavy elements while a dramatic demonstration has been 
given by Ice14), who indicates a 100-fold increase in 252cf ~reduction 
by irradiating 242Pu in a socalled resonance reactor. 
A very interesting table (Table III) has been given by 
Deonighi and 5schbach1 ) clearly demonstrating the importance of 
resonances and of flux ratio 0 = t'i /'ii = epi thermal flux / thermal flux. 
If only 2200 m/sec cross-sections had been used, the yields of the 
nuclides given would have been grossly underestimated (e.g. also data 
from Table II). 
As may be seen, exploiting the influence of 0 on the key 
base materials leads to considerably higher product yields, while 
product losses are not increased or even lowered. 
In general it may be said that also an increase in average 
neutron temperatures enhances ~roduct yields. 
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Table III 
Influence of flux ratio ~ . 
Nuclide Effective Cross-section (barns) 
0 = 1 0 = 3 0 = 6 0 = 1 0 = 3 0 = 6 
235u 
236u 
238u 
237Np 
238Fu 
239Pu 
240Pu 
241Pu 
242Pu 
241Am 
242 A.m 
243Am 
242cm 
244cm 
602 
23 
5.0 
180 
453 
1565 
559 
1602 
88 
874 
7220 
146 
18 
14 
603 
68 
9.3 
221 
425 
1759 
1215 
1601 
276 
1248 
7201 
340 
18 
14 
597 0.19 0.22 
11.8 
14.4 
260 
397 
1914 0.50 0.53 
1981 
1573 0.37 0.38 
497 
1605 
7140 
553 
18 
13 
* The effective cross-sections include the effects of thermal flux 
depression, increasing with increasing 0. The fuel enrichment at 
each 0 was sufficient to R.ttain a fuel exj?osure of 25 L.wd/kg. 
It is evident that an increase in flux,y1 , will, in first 
a~proximation, correspondingly increase the product yield of a 
0.25 
0.55 
0.39 
specific reaction per unit of time. This may be essential in over-
coming certain bottle-necks in the production paths of a number of the 
heaviest isotopes. A large amount of data and very extensive calculat~ 
ions have demonstrated this in great detail in connection with the 
transplutonium element programs for which reference may be made to the 
detailed reports 11 ). ::owever, since also the product nucleus is sub-
jected to the higher flux the yield of higher isotopes and the losses 
due to fission and side reactions increase also. koreover since, 
especially the first irradiations for obtaining the immediate precur-
sors of the desired nuclides will have to be carried out in power 
reactors with rigid long period fueling schemes an increase in 'results 
usually in an increased burn-up of starting materials, sometimes in an 
increased yield of product but always in a (much) lower product quality. 
A nllillber of examples have been quoted in literature. Figure 4 presents 
dnta from Lang2 ) for Q of 238Po for P . 1.i .H.. Pressurized Water and Heavy 
iater reactors, respectively as a function of flux and irradiation timo, 
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Chapter V 
PRODUCTION METHODS 
The production of the,,.(-emitting nuclides under discussion 
will become naturally integrated in the commercial production of 
nuclear power. This not only because the financial profits are 
sufficient to incite reactor operators to include this production in 
their power production schemes, but also because only in that way the 
supply of the gratuitously or purposely produced material will 
possibly become sufficient to meet the rising demands. 
As will be clear from the discussion in chapter IV the 
production of these nuclides may be considerably enhanced by exploiting 
changes in physical parameters through modification of reactor charac-
teristics. Exam~les mentioned include reactor design to maximum,x, 
spectrum hardening and flux modification by increasing enrichment or 
change in fuel element density. However, also without introducing 
design changes the operation scheme and in particular the fuel cycle 
management of power reactors may be altered in such a way that very 
important gains may be obtained. In this connection especially fuel 
and target burn-up and recycle must be considered. In addition, the 
choice of which combination of reactors for the production of base 
material and for its final irradiation is the most attractive requires 
careful study. Doth aspects will be discussed in this chapter. 
Again it must be stressed that often considerations regarding 
the quality of the desired product may play an important role. For 
instance, if a 2361,u quality of 65% is considered acceptable, it is 
possible to obtain it directly from the reprocessing of 93% enriched 
uranium fuel without intermediate recovery of the neptunium. On the 
other hand, 2361,u contained in the plutonium obtained from reprocessing 
of less enriched uranium or plutonium fuel, has no other value than 
that as precursor for 239l'u, or simply a negative value if regarded 
as an undesirable diluent of 239Pu. Similar considerations are valid 
for the case of 238Pu obtained from decay of 242cm, which may be 
contaminated with 240Pu. The case of 244cm dilutiop by 242cm has been 
discussed before. 
From this it will be clear that the future development of the 
market for isotopic generator source material may influence the choice 
of the fuel management scheme finally adopted by a particular reactor 
2I 
operator, For the purposes of this discussion, however, it is assumed 
that the aim should be the production of maximum possible quantities 
of the highest attainable quality. 
Of direct interest are also questions of time, closely 
related with fueling schemes. First of all it may be pointed out that 
in general the product material will become available only three years 
after the start of the first irradiation. This may yut an additional 
investment load on the reactor operator which should be matched by 
later profits. Another, although similar, situatios is found in the 
possible hold up of plutonium outside of the reactor, to allow for 
the decay of 241Pu in view of 241Am recovery. Time is also one of 
the major aspects of concern in questions of purity of starting 
material for curium production, since the 241Am!243Am ratio is-very 
time dependent at a given flux. It will also be evident that production 
f 242c f 241 A ·11. 1 t b 'bl . h, 1 o m rom m wi in genera no e compati e wit norma 
power reactor operations, since it would require loading or even 
refueling operations at much too short intervals. 
The same argument applies in general to the irradiation of 
237Np, 241 Am and 243Am if only yield and flux are considered. A very 
illuminating example has been derived from one of the studies on the 
optimalization of the production of~-emitting nuclides. Figure 5, 
constructed from data given by Lang2 ), shows the total production 
of 2 38Pu, 242cm and 244cm in 4 years resulting from the irradiation 
of a mixture of 600 grams of 241Am and 400 grams of 243Am in a PWR 
as a function of the length of the irradiation cycle and for different 
flux values. After each irradiation a four months cooling period was 
allowed prior to separation and target refabrication. 
First of all, as demonstrated in the same report, the harder 
spectrum of a P\iR produces in short irradiations more cw(-emi tting 
nuclides than were produced in the softer mm spectrum for equivalent 
or long irradiation times. 0econdly, it is clear from Fig. 5 that 
yields of 242cm, 238Pu and 244cm at the lowest flux drop sharply after 
a very short period of irradiation (incompatible with normal power 
reactor operation). In the case of 244cm, which constitutes the 
effective endpoint of this irradiation, time dependence is less marked 
after the first half-year at high fluxes. The most.interesting point 
to note, however, is the fact that 244cm produc'tion is by far the 
highest at a flux of 2.1014 n/sec-1cm-2 with irradiation periods of 
from 6 to 12 months. 
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As a second example of the influence of time and flux Figure 
6, based on data given by ~eichle and Owsley15), presents the total 
amounts of 238Pu produced from 237Np as a function of neutron flux 
for different campaign-times. Starting with one kilogram of 237Np 
and adding at the beginning of each year one kilogram of fresh 237Np, 
the total quantity of 238Pu produced has been calculated for total 
periods of 5, 10, 15 and 20 years. Curves are given for 2 conversion 
efficiencies. Figure 6 also demonstrates, for the case of 238Pu 
production from 237Np, that the optimum flux for this conversion is in 
the range of from 1 to 3 times 1014 n/sec cm-2 • The optimum becomes 
more pronounced with higher depletion of the base material. 
These two figures illustrate very well the conclusion reached 
in many instances that in order to achieve optimum production the 
conversion of the base material, obtained from power reactor operation, 
should be carried out in production or experimental reactors. These 
offer the right flux and have the (flexibility in) fuel cycle manage-
ment schemes to permit the optimum irradiation time to be used. 
~oreover, these reactors usually offer many more possibilities for 
adjustment of neutron spectrum and (temporary) variations in flux 
level, which may be required. 
Although an increase in burn-up or depletion of target 
material which corresponds with longer fuel cycles may have only 
minor effects on the yield of the product per unit quantity target 
material, economic considerations may be important. Less frequent 
recharging operations, smaller material throughputs and hold-up and 
less frequent reprocessing cycles may contribute to make the 
production of tX-emi tting isotopes more easily feasible. In addition, 
larger depletion may make the desired product earlier available and 
permit to reach equilibrium conditions at an earlier moment. Eowever, 
any beneficial effect of higher burn-ups has to be balanced asainst 
their effect on the product quality. Longer exposure will, e.~. in 
the irradiation of 237Np, tend to produce more of the hi5her 
~lutonium isotopes. Figure 7, prepared from data of Meichle and 
Owsley15), shows the influence of 237Np de~letion on the quality 
of 23~u at different flux levels. 
Usually studies on fuel recycle only concern its influence 
on the optimum use of fissile nuclides. In regard to the production 
ofe-e-active nuclides for isotopic power generators fuel recycle plays 
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a very important role indeed. It is evident that the content of 
236u (formed in about 151b of the neutron interactions with 235u) 
in socalled depleted fuel and the content of isotopes heavier than 
239 in plutonium ar.e indeed a most valuable asset. The invested 
neutrons have a very real value, as will be discussed in chapter VII. 
Tables IV and V, taken from Deonighi and Zschbach1 ) illustrate 
this point very well. Figure 8 graphically presents the data from 
table IV for the product isotopes, Figure 9 those for the precursor 
isotopes. In adQition, it will be clear without further discussion 
that e.g. the quantity of 244cm produced at a given fuel exposure of 
plutonium, will be hisher with higher contents of heavier isotopes, 
and especially with higher242Pu content. Figure 10, also taken from 
reference 1 ), shows the 244cm production for various plutonium 
compositions in natural uranium in a P:iR type reactor. Plutonium 
composition is indicated by the percentages of isotopes 239, 240, 
241 and 242, resp. 
Table IV 
Recycle of plutonium and americium in a PWR using slightly enriched 
uranium (SEU) as supplementary enrichment. 24.000 foWD/ton per cycle. 
Cycle Initial Enrichment 
weight 9~ 
Isotopic concentration (g/T) After discharge 
'T fuel i.'iO • Pu Am Cm Pu ~ ( 
239 240 241 242 241 2433 ) 242 244 23g). 23~;;; 
255 I 45 J 
I 
l. SEU 2.92 5518 1882 995 88 2.6 8 0 ll. I 3.7 (l c:: I 
I 13 .5 
// 
2. SEU+recycle 3.27 6579 2831 1773 778 I 256 258 l 9.6 102.6 pr '-..,) 
Pu+Am cycle 1 I I I 
3. SLU+recycle 3.57 7136 3223 2249 1217 301 537 I 14.5 270.1 i 20.3 77 
Pu+Am cycle 2 
7971 
I 
17.5 433.9 I 24.4 4. SEU+recycle 3.82 7514 3413 2498 1533 359 71 
Pu+Am cycle 3 
a) includes 241 Am formed after separation 
b) 238Pu only from 242cm decay after separation (120 days cooling). 
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Table V 
Recycle of 236u and 237Np in PWR 
24. OOO Ili'WD/ton. 
Slightly Enriched Uranium 
Isotope Concentration, g/T. 
Cycle Fuel en- 236u 237Np 23Bpu 
richment 
weight% Initial Dis- Dis- Target Target Via237Npa)via242cmb) 
charged charged in out 
I 
1. 2.92 0 3288 I 407 0 0 0 6.2 I 2. 3.06 3187 6079 665 394 315 79 5.5 
3. 3.16 5896 8488 806 950 760 190 4.8 
~ully Enriched Uranium 
1. 3.16 0 3863 1150 0 0 559C) oa) 
2. 3.21 3747 6701 1643 1115 892 777 223 
3. 3.26 6500 8970 I 1953 2485 1988 902 497 
a) Q = 851& 
b) " = 9CY;{i 'II 
c) Q = 65";6 
Simultaneously, the Q244c will, of course, increase with 
242Pu-content for equal fuel expo:ure. Finally, attention may be 
drawn to the fact that also variations in cooling times and time 
required for reprocessing and (re-)-fabrication may influence the 
overall production figures. These, relatively minor, factors will 
not be further discussed here. 
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Chapter VI 
PHODUCTIOr1 CAPACITIES 
It is, of course, very im2ortant to have a reasonable estimate 
of the quantities of 238Pu, 242cm and 244cill which could become availabl 
in the ~'.n to fifteen years to come. This will be necessary for getting 
an idea of to vvhich extent the demands may be met and whether any 
priorities will have to be assibned to specific ap~lications. Secondly, 
it will also help to evaluate the (future) interest of reactor 
operators, fuel processors and prospective manufacturers, since prices 
and profits will also depend on the extent of imbalance between demand 
and supply. Also decisions on wh,::-ther, when and where specific 
processing and/0~ target fabrication facilities will have to be 
constructed dep~,c~ on assumptions ree:;arding future production 
c:.c'<;,acities. 
It seems reasonable to assume that sufficient reactor capacity 
will be available in the 1 - 3 x 1014nsec1ciii2 flux range for irradiat-
ing the base materials neptunium and americium produced by the power 
reactors. It is also clear that the special irradiation programs like 
those at Oak ""(idge and Lo.vannah Hi ver which are carried out within 
the framework of tro.nsplutonium elements research pro~rams or for 
shorter S.f.)ecial production campaigns will produce quantities which 
.J.re s;:1011 or even very small compared to those originating from the 
nuclear power industry. 
As discussed earlier and show-il below the production of the 
,nuclides under discussion is dependent on the reactor type chosen. 
Reactors of the Pim-type produce for the same fuel burn-up more of 
them th3n n1·m-type reactors. Also fast reactors are capable of 
producing large quantities of these nuclides. 235U-fueled reactors 
will produce in particular 238Pu and its precursors, while _i?lutonium 
fueled reactors will lead to considerable quantities of curium 
isotopes. By analogy, fuel enrichment by plutonium instead of by 
235u would shift the production more to the curium side. Although 
fast breeder reactors for power production still seem to be a decade 
or so away, plutonium fuel enrichment is near. Th~se developments 
will undoubtedly influence the total production figures and should 
be taken into consideration in any detailed analysis. 
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Iv.ore important factors in the near future will be, as 
shown in the previous chapter, the :possible optimizing of reactor 
design respective to production of(-11(.-emitting nuclides and the extent 
to which recycling will be applied. It has been reported by Hilson and 
Showalter16) that recycling for enhancing this production is already 
being applied in the U.S.A. It may safely be assumed that by making 
full use of these possibilities in a systematic way the overall 
production may be stepped up by a factor of between 2 and 4 over that 
estimated on the basis of a once-through fueling system of the 
projected nuclear yower production. 
Nevertheless, the only figures available for arriving at a, 
necessarily crude, estimate of the total production capacity are those 
on the contents of base material, precursor nuclides and products in 
power reactor fuel for a few specific reactor types. Only in one case 
experimental analytical data have been reported. 'l'hese confirm very 
well the calculated fisures, which, therefore, may be considered with 
confidence. 
Also an estimate of the total nuclear power capacity to be 
installed in the next one or one and a half decade is very difficult. 
The sudden 1966 expansion in nuclear plant orders in the United States 
provEBthis, while also latest developments in the Euratom countries 
show large deviations from very recent forecasts. Therefore, it is 
clear that the best estimate, which can be made today on the basis of 
figures concerning once-through cycles and todays installed nuclear 
power capacity forecasts, must be a very low one indeed. It might be 
surpassed by a factor varying even from two to five. 
The figures of table VI are taken from one of the most 
detailed reports available1 ). They concern the yields of some of the 
product and target materials in different power reactors, calculated 
for a fuel exposure of 24.000 LWd/ton. The load factor has been taken 
as 8(Jfo, the thermal to electrical conversion efficiency as 339G, the 
time between fuel discharge and product availability as one year and 
processing losses as 5%. 
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Table VI 
Nuclide production in typical power reactors 
(grams/ton) 
Fuel 237NE 23Bpua) 243Am 244cm 
1. slightly enriched uranium 375 4.0 50 9.6 
2. as l)+Pu recycle from 1) 318 12.1 250 85 
.., Pub)in natural uranium 122 27 540 165 :) . 
Lj. • as 1) Pu,Am, 236u recycle from 1) 600 14 265 108 
5. p b). . . 8.8 44 ll-1-LW 1130 u in zirconium 
G. fully enriched uranium in zirconium 1070 530c) 37 51 
7. as 6)+recycle 236u from 6) 1500 720d) 38 44 
a) Q 8CYfe, from 242cra-decay 
b) Pu composition: 238: 1.1%; 239: 62%; 240: 22.8%; 241: 11~~; 242: 3.lju., 
C) Q = 65% 
d) Q = 67% 
Table VII presents the data, given by hoberts and Van Tuyl'17) 
on tyJical PWR- and mm-fuel as determined by chemical analysis. 
Table VII 
Analyses of Yankee and Vallecitos BWR fuel. 
(grams/ton) 
(one year after end of irradiation) 
~ieactor Burnup 236u 237Np 23Bpu 239pu 240Pu 241Pu 242Pu 241Am 242cm2440 t:Wd/ton 
Yankee 31.800 3690 473 113 6350 2160 1300 390 139 1.6 16 
II 2Li- • 300 3650 455 90 7490 1700 1110 200 119 1.0 7. ·':, 
II 17.700 2230 205 32 5620 1240 599 96 85 0.03 0.89 a) 
Vallecitos 17.400 2890 140 17.5 3330 C80 329 51 45 0.02 0.55 
~) 3 .4o/'fe 235u initially 
These and other data available frou other sources all lead 
to similar r2sults, although variations occur. 
Although in recent years and months many forecasts have been 
published on the instc1lled nuclear ca.racity in, e.f;. 1980 for ir1estern 
~urope and the United States, all estimates have proved to be wrong. 
JI 
Table VIII gives forecasts which were generally accepted and widely 
publicized. Also listed are the most recent figures on installed 
or committed capacity, and the ratio's between forecast and capacities 
that will exist in the early 1970's. Assuming that special factors 
have contributed to the order-boom in 1966, these factors have been 
arbitrarily reduced to 1.5 f9r the Euratom countries and 2.5 for the 
U.b.A. in order to arrive at a very rough corrected estimate for the 
installed capacity in 1980 based on the earlier official estimates 
(1965/66). 
Table VIII 
Predicted and estimated nuclear power 
Capacity in I.1We 
Date EURATOli. UFITED STATES 
1965/6 1970 1980 1966 1970 
Forecast 196'+18) 1000 3.800 
II 196519) 3.700 40.000 7.000 
II 196620) 12.300 20.000 
Known 196621 ) 1750 8.000a) >30.ooob) 
ratio forecast '65/ 2.1 4.3 
known '66 
corrected estimate 60.000 
a) Total in operation, under construction and under disign by 
December 1966. 
1'980 
75.000 
120.000 
185.000 
b) Total in operation, under construction and ordered by December 1966, 
In these estimates all other countries, some with large 
nuclear power industries in existence or under development like 
Great Britain and Hussia have been left out of consideration. 
Finally, Table IX gives an estimated annual overall 
production of the three nuclides under consideration, based on the 
data of Tables VI to VIII, assuming a 3 to 2 ratio of P'..7R to BVm types 
of reactors, an overall conversion of 65% for 237Np to 238Pu and of 
331G to 238Pu, 15% to 242cm and 4a;; to 244cm for the mixed americium 
starting material and neglecting effects of plutonium enrichment, 
existence of fast breeder reactors and of e.g. recycle operating. 
These figures certAinly may not be considered as being more than an 
estimate of the order of macnitude of annual production of 238Pu, 
242cm and 244cm at the dates given. 
Nuclide 
)2 
Table IX 
Estimated annual production 
in kilograms 
Euratom United 
1970 1980 1970 
18 400 140 
1 25 12 
4- 80 30 
States 
1980 
1250 
90 
250 
In calculating these figures it has been assumed for the 
United States and the Euratom 1980 figures that 3 years will elapse 
before products become available after reactor loading and 4 years 
for the Euratom 1970 figures. 
It may, therefore, be concluded that if the nuclear power 
capacities develop accordinG to the corrected extrapolated optimistic 
trend of last year's figures U.S. space requirements as estimated 
today may be met by 1980. In addition, Dany·different other ap~lications 
will be possible. In any case, both in the United btates and the 
turatow countries very im~ortant amounts of these valuable nuclides 
will be available for a great variety of applications. 
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Chapter VII 
ECONOMIC ASPECTS 
~rou the preceeding discussion it will be evident that in 
any case industrial non-fuel applications ofc:<'-emitting nuclides will 
develop in the near future, due to the properties of these materials, 
the technically attractive possibilities and their inherent value. 
It has recently also become clear that the isolation and production of 
these nuclides will offer substantial financial profits to the nuclear 
power industry. In this chapter an attempt will be made to outline 
the economic importance of the subject. 
At present no real price exists for the transuranium elements. 
A price has been set only for plutonium-239 and plutonium-241 in respect 
to their value as a nuclear fuel. 1oth arc considered as having a price 
of~ 10 per gram. The only other prices are I 1500 per gram for 241Am 
and •; 500 per gram for 237up. It is, however, only 1)ossible to acquire 
under special conditions one to ten gram quantities of these nuclides. 
These prices, therefore, have to be consideted more as a procesGing 
and handling charge than as a real price. 
Several attempts have been made to determine a more realistic 
price of a number of the nuclides considered and even to obtain an 
indication of future prices which could be expected in a well developed 
nuclear power industry. Such prices, the number of dollars per gram 
to be paid by a customer, include the costs of the original starting 
material, the costs of production(target manufacturing, irradiation, 
processing, transportation) and investment and profits for the producer 
of the nuclide from its precursor or base material. 
Rohrmann22 ) has derived future prices for the nuclides of 
interest, based on certain assumptions, the most important of which are: 
1) There will be an unlimited mar:r-et for 238Fu and 244cm at the 
projected prices of ·~ 500 (Q = 8CY,'b) and $ 1000 per gram, respectively. 
2) A competitive situation exists for reactor fuel processing in 
combination with isotope recovery systems. 
3) Formation and concentration of the products will be established 
in ty_pical, low enrichment, power reactor fuel ( 25. OOO !,/.'Id/ton). 
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4) The cost of fuel-p,rocessing is $ 27. OOO/ton of uranium. Half of 
this cost (1 2/gram) will be charged to plutonium and the other half 
to the recovered uranium. 
5) 237Np and 242cm are only valued as frecursors of 238Pu; 243Am only 
f 244c as precursor o m. 
Regarding these assumptions, the following comments may be 
made. The prices quoted under 1) seem to be most reasonable extrapo-
lations under present circumstances. In case the expected shortage 
may be overcome, the quantities will be so much larger, that it su:ms 
likely to assume, that the overall profits will be essentially th·e 
same. Assumption 2) is no\'.r being fulfilled for the United btates and 
one might expect the same to be valid for Europe within a couple of 
years, or at least at the time when those nuclides will be handled 
in the quantities ex-pected. Assur:1ptions 3) and 4) are most reasonable 
and conservative, while assumption 5) underestimates the value of 
242
cm which itself may be used as isotopic fuel before yielding the 
product 238Pu. 
hohrmann also calculates the value of 236u and the 
additional value of the other ~lutonium isotopes which is due to 
the value of the invested neutrons in view of their role as precursor 
material for the ~reduction of isotopic fuel. This calculation is 
based on a neutron price of~ 2500 per gram, derived from the price 
of the additional 235u enrichment required for producing 1 gram of 
extra neutrons available in a 2ower reactor. In other words, the 
values quoted in Table X for the different plutonium isotopes indicate 
the total value to be realistically ascribed to specific isotopes. 
Some of these were up to now considered as having no or negative 
value. 
Taole X also lists the assumed future production costs 
and the value of the nuclides in the fuel, to be credited to the 
reactor operator. Future production costs are primarily determined 
by the processing costs which are in some cases shared equally by 
different isotopes, 
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Table X 
Estimated values of nuclides in fuel 
in dollars/gram 
Nuclide Current Price Future Price Assumed Estimated 
Production Value in 
Cost Fuel 
236u 11 0 11 
237N:p 500 100 80 20 
241Am 1500 100 50 50 
243Am 500 50 450 
242cm (20.000)a) 300 150 150 
244Cm· 1000 100 900 
23Bpu (880) 500 350 150 
239pu 10 llb) 2 9 
240 Pu 7 2 5 
241Pu 10 19b) 2 17 
242p 
.u 41 2 39 
a) based on estimated present value as isotopic source material 
b) inclusive of value as fuel (JlO/gram) 
A first inuication as to the validity of these prices may 
be obtained from two sources. In a 1964 report 1iilliams23) points 
out that the present 241Am price of 1 1500/gram may already be 
lowered very considerably by processing larger amounts nt a new 
facility which is under construction. ·,iith a design capacity of 
3600 grams pE:r year (which could be increased to 5000 grflms per year) 
processing costs would come down to$ 140/gram. Further imJ:irovements 
are certainly ~ossible, in particular since the nmericium may be 
~recessed together with other valuable by-products. Secondly, the 
U.K.A.E.A. recently announced24) that neptunium recovery at ·7indscale 
will be stepped up in view of the rising demand. Np02 prices would 
range from t 252/gram for orders of 5 kgs to 1 75.60 per gram for 
orders of 20 kilograms. 
It therefore seems fully justified to use the prices of 
Table X as a basis for evalu1ting possible profits for the nuclear 
poucr industry, especially as hicher prices for certain isotopes 
will tend to increase these profits. 
In order to approximately evaluate the profits to be gained 
by the nuclear power industry, several attempts hnve been made to 
interpret the existing data. 
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Rohrmann simply calculates, on the basis of his in-fuel 
value and calculated contents of 25. OOO L.,Wd/ton slightly enriched 
uranium fuel, total values per ton and per electrical kWh. As his 
estimated contents are for some nuclides higher, for some others 
lower than those of Tables VI and VII, his conclusions are, in Table 
XI, compared with those based on the 24. 300 IviWd/ton Yankee fuel and 
those of case 1) of Table VI making a~~roximations for nuclides not 
listed in Table VI. 
Table XI 
Nuclide values in spent fuel 
'$/ton 
Nuclide Rohrmann22 ) Table VI Table VII 
Case 1. 
236u 36.070 39.600 
237Np 6.320 7.500 
241Am 2.800 10.800* 
243Am 39.120 22.500 
242cm 3-450 
244cm 19.800 8.640 
23Bpu a) 1.200c) 
239Pu 49.lOOb) 10.000* 
240 Pu 7.585 10. 500* 
241Pu 24.000b) 23.000• 
242Pu 15.050 9 .400* 
* estimated 
a) 238Pu in fu8l considered as of no V8.lue 
b) inclusive of 110/gram as nuclear fuel 
242 
c) Q > 80% from total Cm decc1y 
40.150 
9.100 
5.950 
36.000* 
150 
7.110 
a) 
8.240b) 
8.500 
18.870b) 
7.800 
Although the estimated figures (indicated with*) are very 
rough, the total credit per ton of spent fuel due to the non-fuel 
value of the nuclides listed amounts for the three cases to the very 
similar figures of approximately$ 145.000, $ 127.000 and 1 128.000 
respectively for 25.000 LWd/ton fuel. This is equivalent to an 
avcrase saving of 0.68 mill. per k1he. 
Another approach has been taken by Deonighi and Eschbach1 ), 
who try to arrive at reasonable price scttinGS for the base materials 
which will be valid in a free market. In that case the reactor 
operator will be willing to pay a target material price which will 
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at least assure him of breaking even in his fuel cycle price whether 
he performs these production irradiations or not. 
In their study the influence on the target prices and final 
profits is considered of a larbe number of factors as e.g. reprocessing 
costs, product prices, target comp0sition and recycle. Some of their 
results are presented in Table XII in which the fuel cycle cost 
reduction for four different reactors for normal fueling methods are 
given as a function of different values, credited to s~ecified 
nuclides. For comparison the credit valuas given by Hohrmann arc also 
listed. 
As may be seen, the values quoted by Rohrmann which may be 
considered reasonable, would give results in between cases 9 and 10, 
probable closer to case 10 than to case 9. For the four reactor types 
listed, fuel cycle reduction costs would than be typically reduced by 
from 15 to 75 percent. Again, it is found that PWR-reactors allow 
Greater profits to be made than D~R-reactors. 
As another example Deonighi and Eschbach fOint out that 
in case 2 - only neptunium valued at$ 100/gram - an annual saving 
of about '.;); 750. OOO would bo obtained for a lOOOi1Me power reactor. 
. 16) Finally, the re~ort by Nilson and Showalter may be 
quoted, to illustrate the financial gains which could be realized by 
a fuel cycle system of a P,R-reactor in which only the 236u is 
consequently recycled. As pointed out above, uranium fuel recycle is 
a very sim~le way of enhancing 237Np production. FiGure 11 graphically 
presents the accumulative investment and return over an entire reactor 
lifetime for a 1000 MV1e Firm-reactor. The basis for the calculation 
has been an estimated value of~ 300 per [ram -0f· 2~, which i.s .lllll.Ch 
lower than the value assumed by Hohrmann. :Sven so profits are very 
considerable even compared with the cost of the reactor itself, 
although the reactor operator will have to be willing to make 
additional investments in the first years of reactor operation. 
Table XII 
Credit ($/gr) Fuel Cycle Cost Differences8 ) 
(mills/kWhe) 
Nuclide 
Case No. 236u 237Np 239pu 240Pu 241Pu 242Pu 241Am 243Am 242cm 244 · BWRb) PWRb) PWR PWR Cm 
(Pu) 0 )(Pu nat.) ,d) 
no credit 2.1658 ) l.885e) l.885e) l.885e) 
1 
- -
10 
-
10 
- - - - -
-0.000 -0.000 -0.000 -0.000 
2 
-
100 10 
-
10 
- - - - -
-0.098 -0.141 -0.161 -0.095 
3 - 150 10 - 10 - - - - - -0.147 -0.212 -0.187 -0.144 
4 
- -
10 
-
10 
- 50 - 200 - -0.016 -0.019 -0.038 -0.124 
5 - - 10 - 10 - - 300 - 1000 -0.110 -0.217 -0.656 -1.497 
6 - - 10 - 10 - - 100 - 500 -0.043 -0.106 -0.285 -0.687 
7 - 150 10 - 10 - 150 300 400 1000 -0.295 -0.486 -0.980 -1.886 
. 8 
- 50 10 - 10 - 50 100 200 500 -0.108 ~0.174 -0.400 -0.845 
9 - 150 10 - 20 100 150 300 400 1000 -0.428 ... 0.658 -1.197 -1.777 
10 
-
50 10 - 15 50 50 100 200 500 -0.172 ... 0.251 -0.505 -0.793 
Rohrmann 
Values 11 100 11 7 19 41 100 500 300 1000 
a) fuel exposure has been optimized to specific conditions 
b) fueled with slightly enriched uranium 
c) recycling plutonium from previous U-cycle (Pu 63,23,11,3) 
d) fueled with plutonium enriched uranium 
e) mills/kWhe, fuel cycle cost case 1 
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A point of major importance to be stressed which results from all 
detailed studies is the fact that production costs of the three 
nuclides of interest are almost entirely processing costs (target 
fabrication, chemical processin,, transportation, etc.) and not 
irradiation costs. Cne report25 even indicates that for the nuclides 
238Pu and 242cm only~)% of the production costs is due to the 
irradiation ancl in the case of 244cm 27%. 
From the foregoing it will be clear that both reactor 
operators and fuel reproc0ssors will profit from the production of 
theso nuclides and that major financial inc,mtivcs do exist towards 
developing satisfactory techniques. 
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Chapter VIII 
DEVELOPTu~ENT REQUIRfil,ENTS 
In the preceeding chapters a survey has been given of 
presently existing typical data on the production and application of 
the threeo<-active nuclides 238:ru, 242cm and 244cm which will become 
industrially available with the coming of age of nuclear power. It has 
also been attempted to mak~ a first estimate of the importance, both 
technically and financially of these developments in the near future. 
Although it is very evident from the data that large profits can be 
gained, it still has to be determined how large these profits may be 
in given cases and which are the best ways and means to obtain them. 
In the first place it must be pointed out that both from a 
theoretical and an experimental point of view present data are far from 
complete. Although many aspects have been studied separately - and often. 
for similar reactor types - no com~lete and detailed evaluation has yet 
been published for an assumed actual condition of the nuclear power 
market in for instance 1970 or 1980, taking into account the extent 
to which different reactors will be available. For example, no data 
were found on the influence on costs and profits of irradiating target 
materials in production or testreactors instead of in powerreactors. 
Also, no complete study has been made as to the relative attractiveness 
(technically and financially) for reactor operators and fuel processors 
of the (simultaneous) optlmalization of a variety of factors. The 
balancing of profits against technical complexity may be difficult. 
Therefore, it must be most rewarding to evaluate optimum conditions 
for a given set of conditions expected for the nuclear power market, 
e.g. in the Euratom countries. 
Secondly it must be stressed that in fact only very limited 
experimental data exist. Cnly in one case analyses have been performed 
on the contents of four nuclides in spent fuel. Alwost no reliable 
experimental data exist on a number of nuclear data of major interest. 
Cross-sections for e.g. capture, fission and (n,2n)-reactions as a 
function of non-thermal neutron energy are almost completely lacking, 
as are, for example also data on self-shielding. The effects of neutron 
flux and energy on changing composition during burn-up, of intermittant 
irradiation and processing c;ycles, etc. are not known from experiment. 
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Above all, therefore experimental irradiations should be 
carried out under typical but well-known conditions - similar to those 
expected later in the larger programs - in order to privide chemical 
analytical data. These should be used, first of all to check the 
calculations, secondly to find out the best combination of irradiation 
and processing cycles. These experiments do not seem to require large 
experimental facilities which, moreover, do exist. Financial require-
ments will be extremely modest. 
The next point to be mentioned is the fact that today no 
satisfactory technology exists for target fabrication. For example, 
questions as to the most suitable form and o~timum concentration 
in view of nuclear behaviour and coolin5 are l.:irgely unanswered. 
Furthermore, no detailed knowledge and experience exists 
on the best "integrated" fuel and target vrocessing schemes. Since, as 
mentioned in the foregoing chapter, the processine, costs are substantial 
and price determin.ing, huge rewards may be expected from even small 
improvements. l,,ore in .i.Jarticular, J:Jresent knowled._se of isolation and 
separation of americium and curium is far from being satisfactory, from 
a fundamental point of view and re6arding to technological development. 
Particularly interesting seems to be the question whether some re-
processing systems (e.c. aqueous, non-aqueous liquid, and volatility 
processes) are inherently better adaptable than others. The outcome 
of studies like these will also indicate whether the desire to reprocess 
and to refabricate tarGets at the site of the conversion reactors can 
be realized. 
One of the points of major interest, still to be st~died 
extensively, seems to be a critical evaluation of the quality require-
ments to be met for specific ap~lications ofo<-emitting nuclides. These 
results will be of great significance for any study concernin5 the 
optimalization of reactor design, reactor operation and fuel treatment. 
As early as possible criteria should be formulated regarding permissible 
power output variations, irradiation protection and health _physics-
-aspects, anJ, in ceneral, isotopic fuel source construction and behaviour. 
It is evident that the development itself of isotopic power 
applications _plays an essential role. This) howeve~, seems to be 
getting well underway. Contributions from all these and still .other 
areas are required in order to arrive at realistic value assessments 
of the nuclides under consideration. 
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Chapter IX 
SPECIAL ISOTOPES 
Very briefly some uses will be mentioned of .:,(-emitting 
nuclides not considered in the previous chapters. 
isotope 
First of all the californium/of mass 252 may be mentioned. 
This shows spontaneous fission activity (Ti= 66 years) and ?<:-particle 
emission (T1 = 
2 
2 
2.55 years), the first decay mode being most interesting. 
Apart from its uses as standard fission neutron source, it is ideally 
suited for all applications where point sources of high neutron intensi-
ties are required. An excellent review of the possibilities was very 
recently given by Stetson26 )who also discussed other sponteneously 
fissioning nuclides as 244cm, 254cf and 256Fm. btetson draws in particu-
lar attention to those aspects which make these neutron sources prefer-
able above others, like neutron Lenerators,(./-,n) sources and nuclear 
reactors. A wide field of interestin6 experiments is being opened up. 
Also certain space ap~lications (light weight sources for 
activation analysis in space) and medical uses call for higher production 
rates. For example the use of 252cf for cancer treatment looks promising 
since the irradiation can be e~tremely well focused, thus reducin5 high 
irradiation doses on environmental tissue27). In viva activation 
analysis may be amongst other near future apl:'lications. '.fi thout doubt 
a commercial demand for these isotopes will arise as soon as there will 
be a supply possibility. 
245cm has been pro~osed as being very suitable for making 
compact reactors due to its low critical mass. 
A few words may be said about the possible uses of 210Po and 227Ac 
as isotopic power source material. 210Po, having roughly the same 
ap~lication characteristics as 242cm, is difficult to produce and will 
be several orders of magnitude more expensive than 242cm. 227Ac, obtained 
by irradiating radium, has favorable characteristics. The quantities 
obtainable will, however, be extremely small compared to those of the 
nuclides discussed in this report, while also the irradiation of substan-
tial amounts of radium in a reactor does not seem to be very attractive. 
Finally, it may be pointed out that there is widespread 
interest in producing the longest lived isotopes of the trans~lutonium 
elements in general, since these will permit to carry out detailed chemi-
cal and physical studies which are impossible with the shorter lived 
isotopes. 244Pu, 247Bk, 251cr, 254Es and 257Fm may be mentioned. 
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Chapter X 
CONCLUSIONS 
~ithin a timespan of only a few years the outlook as regards 
the possiblity and interest of producingc<-emitting nuclides for non-
fuel applications has drastically changed. Gtill only two years ago 
it was emphasized that under all circumstances power production would 
and should be the only legitimate purpose of nuclear ~ower reactors 
and that the production and isolation of simultaneously produced 
isotopes would be feasible only if it would not interfere, technically 
or financially, with what was called normal reactor operation. 
Interesting applications of these nuclides had been found and were 
under development, but the essential questions were how to obtain them 
and at what (meaning often any) price. 
nowadays technical develo~ments, theoretical studies and 
some experimental evidence have demonstrated that a large demand will 
exist for these nuclides and that profits to the nuclear power industry 
wi.11 be so substantial that drastic chanE,es in reactor operation and 
reactor design seem to be justified. These changes could lar;ely 
contribute to arriving wore readily at a well balanced, inteGrated 
nuclear ~ower market. These developments are also the lo0ical consequeI'--
ces of the emergence of plutonium as a nuclear fuel. 
ryill it be possible to effectuate the necessary modifications 
and innovations at the right time, then much experimental work and 
theoretical studies will have to be carried out. The experimental 
work will include not only laboratory studies 1 but also a substantial 
effort in process development. Since the need for isotopic ~ower be;ins 
to be urgent and, on the other hand, nuclear power is playing a fastly 
increasing role in our economy work will have to be started now, where 
it has not yet sot underway taking into account the complex nature of 
the problems. 
It seems to be reasonable to state that for Euratom in 
about five years the pilot plant stage must start. On the basis of 
our present experience and iLl view of the existence of some specialized 
groups within Euratom, it seems that this could b~ realized by fully 
exploiting the possibilities offered by todays reactors. In particular 
the first experimental work, which will require only a very modest 
amount of money 1 could be immediately started. 
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As indicated above, these experiments should concern the irradiation 
of available target material in well defined neutron spectra in fluxes 
of the order of 1014nsec1cm2 • They will not only provide valuable data 
on product yields under different irradiation conditions and irradiation 
cycles but also contribute to the development of target design and 
fabrication and, in particular, of reprocessing schemes. On the basis 
of these results supplemen~ed by theoretical evaluation and reconnais-
sance a more detailed probram of wider scope could soon be drawn up. 
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